Dance Troupe

RTAN DAILY

The .tinau .tiley
Theater will
perform tonight hi the ttallrismi of
the t ollege I thou, Admission Is tree,
l’he performance begins at 5:15. The
dance group has just finished touring
Europe iind is currently presenting
Its technique and style id
11..S. audience.,
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that I have never discussed Mr. Kelley’s academic standing." The acting
dean says he did not even have occasion
to know what Kelley’s academic year is.
In an explanatiiin of his personal
philiisophy concerning student government and students in general, Martin
says, "I believe deeply in a string antonuimi
student government."
Martin believes that it is his job to
help with its problems, "but to work
it through the framework IA its own
structure, its own procedures, its own
rules."
He believes it is totally wrong for the
administration to interfere in student
government workings or to "change
the rules of the game through administrative action. I think this is totally
wrong."
In continuing philosophy, the dean
says he would be violating his position
If he administratively interfered with
the working of student giovernment.
He says he is willing tit give as
touch time and effort ;is needed to any
student with any priiblem to try ti i
solve the problem, within the framework of student government rules.

Civil Defense
defense %yarning sirens
will be tested at 11 a.IiI, tomorrow. Each siren will be
led
with a
-minute steady toile.
lot lowing a 11111111te id
the
test
Will CO11(111111. with a
oneminute warbling tone. The mondani warning signal Is a 3 -to 5minute nailing or warbling tone.

NCAA Action
Was Wrong,’
Says Langan
The National Collegiate Athletic Association’s iNCAA1 action to place the
Spartan track team, present NCAA
champions, on probation was discriminatory and brought serious questiiins
about the NCAA organization." according to Associated Students AS. I PIVSident

Bill Langan.

Langan has sent a letter to all NCAA
member colleges and UlliVOrSititSt urging them to oppose the organization’s
actions against the 5.15 track team.
The letter says, in 1,art. -The reason

Reunions, Tours, Picnic
To Highlight Homecoming
Tours of the new College Union, class
reunions and a "tailgate" picnic are
being planned by the SJS Alumni Ass
dation to highlight Homecoming Day
Saturday.
Festivities will begin at 11 a.m, and
continue "far into the night," according
to the Alumni Association.
Tours of the College Union will begin
at 11 a.m, and continue until 2 p.m.
Alumni and friends are invited to
attend.
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Dean of Students Denies
Kelley’s Threat Charge
By JIM DOURNARIvs.
Dully Political Writer
Acting Dean iif Students Robert
Martin flatly denies the allegations
made at Tuesday’s Board if Trustees
meeting by Bob Kelley that Martin
had threatened Kelley with non -graduation in January if "I continue to pursue this Wale in regard to statements
made concerning student government
and the SJS eleetion ..."
Martin is ii ’a interested in what
happened at yeSIVIAly’S trustee meeting and would like to talk to Kelley.
Martin re-emphasizes that he did not
threaten Kelley, directly or indirectly.
"It’s totally contrary to my personal
philosophy and contrary to the ethics
of my profession," Martin says.
He is now waiting to see what, if
anything, happens.
Kelley had been asked by Trustee
Dudley Swim to put his charges in
writing "so they could investigate it."
Kelley then submitted the letter to
Chancellor Glen S. Dumke and ’To
whom it may concern."
In continuing his explanation of the
Kelley concern, "It’s a matter of fact

Weather
Clear skier. and Mild du .%s thrOUKIIOUt
F’riday. Keep your ringer. eronned
ing
It looks. like is good weekend u’
Ills alert. High tordio 73. 111

given for the NCAA suspension was
the participation of two SJS track
athletes, John Carlos and Sam Carruthers,

A class reunion and "tailgate" picnic
for grads from 1930 through 1969 will
be held on the Quad at 11:30 a.m. Each
class year will be posted by number
around the Quad.
A post -game Homecoming party begins at 5 p.m. at Lou’s Village, 1465
W.

San

Carlos

St.

Cocktails,

hi

an

NCAA

unsanctioned

meet in Orange County last June.

hors

d’oeuvras and dancing are featured.
Tickets are $1.50 each for the party
and will be sold it file

"However, not only did this meet
have Amateur Athletic Union (AM.!)
and United States Track and Field
Federation approval, but the meet director at the Orange County event indicated he felt the meet was sanctioned.
"In addition. the SJS athletes competed as individuals, and out of nine
schools who made the same violations,
only SJS was punished.
"The NCAA has made an example
of SJS rather than seeking justice and
concerning itself with the human elements.

Reagan Requests Kelley Speech;
Trustees Again Hear Charges
It, Ill lit BRACKFTT
iniestigatite Writer

liii

Ex "Good Guy"
!A’S \ mil:LES
1,:e:iiy took his AS. election bat tie a, step further yesterday when
-ke before the board of trustees.
..h.),) was allowed to speak follow heated (ICIlatC Over the propriety
il his appearing.
Trustee William Norris objected to
Kelley’s appearance, saying, "It has
been our Isilicy to allow students to
speak, but there is III ,thing before the
bisird at this time for Mr. Kelley to
address himself to."
Governiir Reagan, on the other hand,
suppirted Kelley’s right to the floor,
"It’s sort id like the enlisted man who
speaks to the commanding general
because he has not been able to talk
to the captain." Reagan analogized.
"Mr. Kelley says he’s exhausted all
administrative channels. I think we
almost have to listen to lam."
chaneel!or Glenn S. Dumke took
exceptiim to Governor Reagan’s statement. He said. "The problem was iinly
b,’ sight to my at tentiim yesterday, but
1e 11,1%,
tll reVieW it.
I urge
th:d we it Mr. Kelley speak, but until
all administrative reS4 naves are gone
through. I don’t think the trustees

should ciinsider the issue."
Chairman Daniel kidder ruled that
Kelley would be allowed two minutes.
as long as he confined his remarks to
the issue and not personnel matters.
hat previously made charges
against college administrators, and the
chair ruled that matters of this sort
should be heard only) in executive
sessiiin.)
During his brief appearance, Kelley
told the board that his ticket had been
disqualified because no other ticket
would run against them. He then asked
the board to "amxiint a special committee to meet with Dr. Hobert Burns,
the chancellor, and others, to assure us
and yourselves that the problem will
be dealt with immediately."
Calling himself a part of the silent
majority, Kelley told the board that if
they did not act on the matter, then
they "had been lying to the students
na years" when they said they would
back students up.
Chairman /Udder admonished Kelley
for suggesting the board might be lying
and said, "I think we should move on.
The twitter should not have been
brought up in the first place." He
added, "since some of the trustees requested that Mr. Kelley be allowed
to speak, I allowed it out of courtesy.

Filing Deadline Tomorrow
The candidate’s orientation meeting
far those seeking the executive slots
in the Nov. 12 and 13 special open
election will be tomorrow, Oct. 31, at
4 p.m. in the council chambers of the
College Union.
According to the Associated Students
(AS.) Constitution, candidates for the
president, vice president and treasurer
positions must run as Ilne ticket.
Ariplications 1.ir the fstsitions must be

turned in by 4 p.m. Friday in the A.S.
area of the Union.
If a candidate cannot appear, his
representative must have written permission to act as a proxy.
The disputed
Academic Council
A.C.) position is still open for election,
clue to the council’s bylaw 1.7 that calls
for a special election for all new additional seats on the A.C.
Applications for the position :ire also
available in the A.S. area of the Union.

I again suggest we move on!"
Kelley had also challenged Pres.
Burns’ decision regarding a special
election. However, Norman Epstein,
chief legal counsel for the trustees,
pointed out that Mrs. Karen Dorey of
his staff had previously advised The,.,
Burns that the action he was taking
was in accordance with all SJS legal
documents.
In other action, the trustees passed
a seven and one half per cent faculty
pay raise despite the "no" vote of
Governor Reagan. The governor said
he was voting "no" because he wished
the trustees would be more sensitive
to the problems of the overall state
budget.
Regarding the controversial student
publications resolution, the board voted
to follow the amended resolution that
came out of committee on Tuesday.
Trustee Norris had explained he
would vote "no" because "this kind of
broad resolution tends to add to the
problem because it seems like interference from the trustees."
Trustee James Thacher agreed, saying the problem should be handled by
the campus administration, "not passed
on to this board in the chancellor’s
office."
Dr. Robert E. Kennedy, president of
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, explained
that the problem had not been "passed
on" by the college presidents. "Basically," he said, "this document was
developed by the chancellor’s staff at
the request of some of the trustees."
Despite the objections, the resolution
passed with only four of the trustees
voting against it.
At a press conference following the
board meeting, Governor Reagan was
asked if he felt students should be
allowed to address the trustees as
Kelley had.
The governor answered by referring
to Kelley’s appearance: "I felt the circumstances were such that Mr. Kelley
should be heard."

Pot Hassle as Seen by San Jose Narcs

Officer Predicts ’Arresting Offenders Won’t Do Any Good’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This final article in
four-part series on marijuana and campus
life features the policeman’s-eye-view of
the situation.
By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Investigative Writer
"Where in the hell did that kilo
go? We must’ve had 50 of them in
here a week ago!"
A dealer’s house on Seventh
St reef ?
Not quite!
I was sitting in the office of Lt.
Stanley M. Hardman, head of the
San Jose Police Department’s Narcotics Bureau, attempting to get another point of view on the maNjuana controversy.
IA. Hardman’s assistant, Sgt.
Bob Burroughs, already had found
a $4.000 brick of hashish, a two-foot
water pipe, and other assorted paraphernalia eanfiscated in recent raids.
But to his chagrin, he was unable
to locate a kilo of marijuana.
While I waited for him to corn.
tilde his impressive table display, I
’.lanced at the written material I’d
been given. By Sept. 30 of this year,
the folder said, the SJPD already
had arrested 462 persons for marijuana offenses. This is compared
with 371 artests for the same period
in 1968. Looking further, I discovered that total arrests for marijuana
offenses in 1968 were 546
a figure that undoubtedly will be surpassed sometime next month.
"I’ve found it," said Sgt. Burroughs ;is he returned with a tightly -bound. plastic wrapped, twoisland package.
This last addition completed the
at ray of illustrative "evidence," and
the Spartan Daily’s exclusive interview with a San Jose "narc" began.
Spartan Daily: What is the marijuana situation in San Jose like right
now?
Sgt. Burroughs: Right now it

seems there are only small amounts
available.
"Operation
Intercept"
didn’t stop the traffic, but it slowed
it down. Think about it. If you were
peddling the stuff, and you knew
the border security would be lifted
soon, wouldn’t you wait it out?"

will happen, thim, if marijuana is
legalized?
Sgt. Burroughs: We’ve got one
vice legalized now. I can’t set legalizing another. If we do, will have
a much larger problem. Both Ixsize
and drugs are had if used to an ex-

msg. and you know as well as I
do that they’ll be used to an excess.
We’ll have twice the ntimbet of family problems and twice the number
of wail pmblems.
(At this point in the interview,
the head of the narcotics squad en -

tered. The rest of the questions were
directed to him.)
Spartan Daily: Lt. Hardman, how
does a "bust" come about?
li.t. Hardman: Most narcotics arrests originate in an unrelated field.
Someone stopped for a simple traf-

Spartan Dally: I guess so. The
Spartan Daily has been accused of
everything now!) What about your
enforcement problems with the unpopular marijuana laws? Are you
continuing to arrest people even
though the courts :WM reluctant to
convict them? Or an) you slacking
off?
Sgt. Burroughs: If the court says
this is the way it’s going to be, then
this is the way it’s going to be.
But we are continuing to work the
same as always.
Spartan Daily: What alanit the
is
rock converts where everyone
openly turning on? Is the police
department turning its back on
these particular occasions?
sa-t. Burroughs: We’re not really
turning our backs. There are a numsearch
ber of problems involved
and seizure, the size of the crowd,
and people getting sick, to name a
few. We can’t put the number of
men on it we’d like to and still cover
the rest of the city. Arresting offenders won’t do any good, anyway.
Drug education is the only real answer.
Spartan Daily: Do you find the
St ruggle compat able with that facial
during prohibition?
Sgt. Burroughs: So far as I’m concerned, you’re talking about two different things. At least with alcohol,
the bottles are labeled anti you know
whether you’re getting 80 proof, 90
proof, or whatever. Marijuana is another story. You don’t know what
you’re getting.
Spartan Daily: What do you think

Displaying
the San Jose
TAKE YOUR PICK!
Police Department’s cache of marijuana paraphernalia is Sergeant Bob Burroughs, a narcotics agert
on the S.J. force. The narcotics division keeps joints,

lids, kilo’s, various types of pills, including LSD,
methadrine and heroin, and instruments dealing with
their use, in the office to help identify future confiscated "goods."

tic violation will throw something
out the window or make a furtive
movement as if hiding something tinder the seat. Or maybe the officer
marijuana or notice the suspect appears to be under the influence of
drugs.
In any of these cases, the officer
has the right to arrest or search
the suspect. Ile also can search the
vehicle. This type of arrest accounts
for the majority of our bookings . .
Spartan Daily: Do you have any
figures on the number of SJS students you’ve arrested?
Lt. Hardman: We don’t break our
figures down that concisely, but we
have vety little involvement with
fulitime SJS students. In the area of
the school, most of our arrests have
been of part-time students and
hangers-on. It seems they are the
ones who get hung up On the hanier
drugs.
Spartan Daily: That brings us to
our last question. What is your own
opinion of marijuana, by itself?
IA. Hardman: I’m against anything not beneficial to mankind. We
have it under control now - it WA s
legal before 1937, you know --- because it has no practical or medicinal value. So many people are
blowing grass now that they ;Ill’
speaking out and saying ’let’s legalize it.’ That would he the worst
thing that could happen. We see it.
differently from others because we
have to see youths whine behavior
pa t t erns have been completely
changed by the drug. We see the effect it has on their parents and
loved ones. When used over a long
pel loct of time, marijuana definitely
does affect the behavioral pattern of
an individual. It’s not a change that
can be tested clinically, over a short
Period of time, but it’s a real, and
permanent, change.
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Robert Nlartin.
Ile accused \birth’ of a serbottlireach of ethies: threatening to tlrlit
Kelley’s graduation.
Nlartin has flatly denied the allegation.
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Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily Assos
elate Editor. between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Hien ,IC208. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should he typed double spaced
usa:1 40611,1i, IWO

it.
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bring

your

Ineni

bf

14e 11 ere confiding in 11r. Broady,

Mr. Beadle itearly fell off his chair trying
lii lisien. After that., ’sir. Beadle came to
11111 111 ..... Tolls times to get

During

tion.

informa-

of our numerous talks

1 confided in him and he led nu. to belitve
it was just between Sue, myself and I
Later he used everything right down to the

Thrust and Parry

-t minute detail. From the beginning
I

Executive; Bowling; Greeks
Concerned Executive
Editor:
lt is too bad that students as concerned as
Ted Benson :Suburbia in the Sierras) appears
to be, apparently did not take the time to
talk with Robert Ilansberger when he was
on campus for two full days last week. Mr.
!bolsi-wig:4’ welcomed any and all questions
and was liberal in the detotion of his time
and energy to carrying on a meaningful dialogue with students. It is quite easy to make
accusations %then you al’e sure that the individual is not here to answer them.
We in the School of Business were proud to
I i
Mr. Hansherger on campus. He repre-ols th,,
kind of corpotate executive who is
concern, I v. Oh many of the problems of soII, 115 he and his corporation are
ciety. I, ..;
, them,
doll,
1i. Wright, IhNin
MO! lir Ruthless

Greeks Exploited
Editor:
I am ss I’ll itpz, in response to an article written 44n Wednesday by Rich Beadle and Ray
Giles it:title:1 "Conflicting Accounts Shroud
So-Called Prictival Joke.’ It seems to me
11,,,1 this piece of "news" should be considered
ia anal on the side of joutnalistic principle
itlicolous." The entire article particularly in
its use of the word "Sister" is a clear case
of exploiting the Greek system. When an
article is written it should be backed up with
clear, concise facts, not mere insinuations.
After having discussed the article with the
ceitain individuals involved, I found that much
of the information written was false. The
Da :I ,,
at -re accusrd of saying things
Nib,. Ii 4,
I1,1 knowledge of previous to
, in the piper.
major, I am sorry to ser
,ly has had to "stoop" so
11,1 its pages when there
ale so many sillier newsworthy items to be
disclosed.
lb’tl iv tioldstime
A113267

’Complete Lanes’
Editor:
The bowling alleys at the College Union
have pros-id much more successful than a
myopie minority would have had us believe
last spring when funds were cut. I would
like to add my vote as a student to have
the other four lanes completed as soon as Possible.
Gary ti. Mamas
A05270

’Sideline Coach’
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I feel a, if that %%mild he the lieq %say for
me to rclaii my point of siew. Of (’ourse,

for

the po-ition of 1.S. Irea-urer could he

Mr. Beadle chose
logical order,

to pill their article in chr

I am not

1.ltliiuiglu iii.’

have

antirs

Hob Kelley spittiilit.iI

Ctily-

iii Bich Ileaille

-

and Has Giles Staff I:eminent
I feel as if it is hies -sirs for me to con .........
ort let melodrama.
1111 i II I, 11111,i 1114.%

I ::teerning a lett: r in the Spartan Daily of
FAI:r:
Get. 24, I wish io take issue with Mr. AnisI it
to think Coach McMullen
is nil , ,,;,, I.
I .1 team of competent football
Mr. Andrews sounds familiar;
one of the numeions "sideline- coaches" who
are ever present in eritieizing a coach when
he is not falai:It: a winning team. Why does
Mr. Andrews think that putting black men
on the offensive- septarl is going to necessarily
cause them to staidenl become champions.
as UCLA :Ma SI a Ilford
I am sine that Coach McMullen is much
more famili.sr with the :tbilities of his players
than is Mr. Andrews, It sounds as if he may
be calling Mr. ItIrMullen prejudiced. Rut if
this is really so, why would the Coach even
bother hi slot Nark players statt at all, even
"
till.11
lit 0.1,1R latL I’utter III al
I
1,, till WO’,l5’.Itutittu
I.! I. I. ,!

As to "tradition," I can’t see how tradition idly having black athletes on the offensive
squad applies in any case. How can tradition
possibly dictate who is the best man for the
job? If sports were to follow tradition wholly,
then, for example, how would the forward pass
in football ever have been developed?
As to winning and losing games, it is the
defense hete that really counts. If the opposing team cannot score at all, then it would
be impossible for SJS to lose :iny games. How
is it then, Mn, Andrews, that with your black
athletes on the defensive squad, that SJS has
almost fifty 1501 tints a game scored against
them?
The main idea of playing football, as well as
other sports, is to develop a winning attitude,
and because of this, possibly a winning team.
To accomplish this, Coach McMullen is surely
using the most talented players where they
will be of the most value. If this happens to include using Negroes on the defense only, then
that is how it should be. A idayer’s playing ability has nothing to do with his color. If
an athlete is able to add to the strength of
the leant on defense only, then that is where
he should play, regardless of his creed or color.
In clraring, Mr. Andrews. have you ever
heard of the Los Angeles Rams’ "Fearsome
Foursome?" If not, maybe you should find out
about them,
Richard Al wood
A111109,

’Honest Candidate’
Editor:
At this time I, as a student, ask to bring
hack Jim McMastets to the A.S. Presidential
race the only honest candidate capable of
representing the entire student body.
Yes, he did make a mistake in his choice
of running mates hut, is there any of us who
hasn’t made a mistake? Also, how many of
us would admit to 0 if we had"
"Act Mg" president Langan’s ticket of last
spring is not intact either, and Langan finished a bad third. This is how the voting
went last spring: McMaster’s Slate, 2565;
Aikman’s Slate, 1277; Langan’s Slate, 1048.
After seeing- this it is hard to believe that
Langan has a good chance of winning the
election because he is now acting president.
Forty-one per cent of the student voters
cast their ballots last year for Jim MeMasters.
No other slate was even close. I still believe
that a democrat
election is the best for SJS,
hut it is not democratic if the largest vote
getter is not in the race. If he doesn’t get
back into the election, 41 per cent of the
voters will again remain unheard.
Jim WM:islets, I hope you change your
mind and run in the coming vie:lion. Student.
Government needs people not only honest
with themselves hut also with the entire student body --- people like you.
Beth Anne Nhobil
A00522
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let

I

know

I

didn’t

know enough

farts to be able to make any valid statement. At approximately 41:25 ’sir. Giles enttred into it. Among numerous accusations.
he called 1111’ a liar and told Me that I
didn’t know is hat I was talking about. By
the time he got f inished with me he almost
had

me believing 1

was

lying.

t lifortu-

nately. 1 had to cut our little talk short
because I hail a photography appointment
and

the

iihotographer

was

waiting

me. That night Miss l’ainag

for

a came to

me very upset. ii PilellIS as if 11r

Giles also

had gotten a hold of her and "raked her
ewer the coals."’
NEWSWORTHY

TID-BIT

1:11 111)A.1-:
night

After talking to Cheryl the
before, I realized that the whole

55itsjtusie:
i got k inth.ix. -t si)
ii.::rnialiwi tt h our parts.
Vt lout

Daily. both

Mr. Giles and

N1r. Beadle were busy at

work on iheir

st newsworthy lid -bit. 1
didn’t talk to either because they made
1111AV tOMard talking to me. Toward the
end of the day Jim Broady talked to Miss
Ilardesty
Mn.

and Illei

Giles and

Then

Mr.

he would go to

livadle and

talk

to

them. This ’was ridiculous as far as I w-as
concerned, but who am 1 to criticize any
acts of the editor? I never once refused to
talk to ’sir. Beadle. 11r. Giles was the one
with whom 1 elithe’t care to talk. because
I felt he had absolutely

aet or manners

and therefore had tio right even to attempt
In talk to another human being.
S ATI liDA1 : Nliss liarehsty and 1 went
19 Mr. Btaelle’s apartment to diseuss this
absolutely ridiculous article. Never during
ally of our discussion did we say anything
al
t ’slits Vamaguma getting a call from
Mr. Peryi1111. W1’ Wen, unjustly a4.1.11Sefl of
he
this in "the- artit le. At that
agreed with us that it was nothing .... tre
than a practieed joke.
GREEKS ’JIM:LS:WI)
Mn. Beadle had a niteting
a at the house. After
with Miss 1 anteig
the talk I was fortunate enough to talk Its
SI :11)111:

Mr. Beadle. He onee again told me that he
believed there was nothing to the joke,
but we

spent

some time

discussing

the

"greeks" and he was obviously very antigreek. After talking with him, I really felt
sorry for him. It is too bad he is so
sidled that
-s situ-lu

’-

rim) SPIj the good the greek

1111. 1111111.,

After Similay I was 11111 111’1 01%1-111 in any
further "research- on the subject.
I must tend to agree with Langan 011.111
1.111i1.11. "I luui i a right to protest any
at the very least must seem
journalistieally iwerzetleitts.- bin I feel the
problem is 1101 with journalism but with

action that

l’ublic Itelations.
’sir. Beadle’s profess’
It seems as if 11r. Beadle should be spending more time doing PH work for the
Spartan Daily instead of against it. The
find place he should start is within the
organization itself and teach certain "reporters- how to conduct themselies while
out in public.

All editorials reflect the majority opinion of the
Spartan Daily editorial board, consisting of the editor,
the news editor the assistant news editor, the associate
editor, the co; j editor and two members of the reporting staff.
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Ailey Company To Dance Tonight
The Alvin Ailey Dance Theatre,
a company of 15 exciting young
dancers, will perform in the Ball_
room of the Otliege Union to-

the

company,

including

such

dances as "Mourning Morning,"
and "According to Saint Francis."
The company then performed

night at 8,13.

with the San Diego Symphony.

After its start in New York
City in 1954. the comp-any has
triumphantly graduated to worldwide acclaim. The Alvin Ailey
Dance Theater is currently touring the United States after finishing its fifth tour of Europe.
As a gieat modern dancer and
choreographer, Ailey has created
stunning dunces ti it the Metropolitan Opera Company, the Harkness Ballet and other major
companies.
Ailey attended Los Angeles
City College and studied with
Lester Horton in composition and
dance technique dames.

and danced in the film "Carmen

SFS
Later,
Ailey attended San
Francisco State College. It was
during
this
time
he
began
dancing in a night club. His act
then went to Los Angeles where
he rejoined Lester Horton and
his company.
After Horton’s death in 1953,
Ailey began chorographing for

bring you the exuberance of his
I the Negrosi jazz. the ecstas)
of his spirituals. and the dark
rapture of his blues," he added.

Ailey’s programs combine
own dance form with instrumental music, song and acting teehniques to express various dra-

Psych Dept. Changes
Minority Admissions

,,r,tic themes or moods,
The performance is sponsored
by the College Union Program
Board, and admission is free.

"King" L. It Nareisse, spiritual
community worker and
preacher at the Mt. Zion Spiritual

Temple

lecture

on

in

Oakland,

campus

Monday

will
in

MASTERPIECE
During the 1959-60 season, the
company played a return engagement in New York. One of
the new works, "Revelations."
was considered to be one of the
choreogt aphers master pieces.
In 1962, the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre was on a
13-week tour of 10 countries in
the Far East, sponsored by the
U.S. State Department. Alley’s
suite of Black folk dances, "Been
Here and Gone," was premiered
on the tour. In Sidney, Australia,
tickets were in such demand
that scalpers were getting up to
$25 per ticket. Twenty curtain
calls on opening night showed the
Australian approval of the grout)
"The cultural heritage of the
American Negro is one of America’s
richest
treasures,"
says
Ailey. "I and my dance theatre

cussed with city, state and federal officials the problems of
housing, education and employment for the Black man in today’s
society.

THE ALVIN AILEY DANCE THEATRE

Scholarships
For Blacks
Black male seniors

at

SJS, who

are U.S. citizens, are asked to
sign up in the Career Planning
and Placement Center for interviews that could lead to graduate
scholarships.
Those students who qualify
may sign up immediately for the
interviews, to be conducted Monday from 9 a.m, to noon, with
Glen Toney, director of Black
E.O.P., or Mrs. Virginia Rodgers,
liberal arts adviser at the Career
Planning and Placement Center,
located at 122 S. Ninth St.
Dr. Marcus Alexis of the University of Southern California
will conduct the interviews. Students need not be business or
economics majors.
Information is available from
the center also on graduate fellowships for Black students from
Johns Hopkins University, School
of
Advanced
International
Studies, Washington, D.C.
The fellowships may range
from full tuition to $4,000. They
may be for M.A. or Ph.D. programs in international politics.
African studies, economics, comparative politics, international
law or modern language.

Wail Begins
Halloween
Film Series
Problems of perszinal relationships in an age of automation is
the subject of two films to be
shown Friday night at Jonah’s
Wail.
"Have I Told You Lately That
I Love You" and "Homo Homini"
will be shown at 9 p.m. and 11
p.m. Friday.
In addition, the San Carlos
Street coffee house will present
Its usual Friday night bill of fare
Including coffee, food and folk.
singing.
The two films are the first of
a series to be shown through the
remainder of the fall semester.
Jonah’s Wail is located at the
corner of Tenth and San Carlos
streets,

TRAUMA
"The trauma of being blinded
or crippled in the productive
years of one’s life is especially
devastating," Carter continued.
"Yet
auto,
boating,
contact
sport, swimming and industrial
accidents, not to mention our
worldwide military involvement,
are creating circumstances by
which the frequency of this possibility becomes a reality," he
wrote.
Because of the social strain of
the disability, coupled with the
emotional hardship of adapting to
physical limitation, some handicapped people withdraw, "often
so far away as into a catatonic
state," Carter stated. "If he’s
tough he’ll venture forth, oftentimes adopting an air of overaggressiveness.
"Society, thereby, may be denying itself some great talents in
not reaching these sensitive ones
(the ones who withdraw, losing

COUNSELING
Patterning his proposal for the
disabled student service after one
in existence at Wayne State University, Carter outlined the office as providing sfvcial psychological, vocational and educational counseling as well as acting as a liaison between the students and various campus services and departments to rope
with the handieappeds’ special
problems.
The office would also piovide
a reading and recording room for
the blind, a Braille map of the
campus, a Braille world globe,
dictiona*,and typewriter, a spare
whcelcha it’, ertitehes an,1 canes
and a name and address file of
all SJS’ physically limited students.
Accolding to Carter there are
only 300 colleges ,,nd eniversitie., in the U.S. Ti %%Mil the
physically limited tan apply. Of
these 300. the faeilities of only
15 meet the minimum requirements of the President’s Committee on Employment of the Handicapped to acconunodate dr.abled
students.
IMPROVEMENTS
SJS, though improving its services and facilities, does not
meet these minimum requirements which include
ii Ilihrary
housing, classrciom
14 4.1 ,
I
ramps, bevelf1
pat king. modifw,
sraN.H1 o

t ional rehabili t a in service and
adapted physical e,lucation.
Carter’s proposal, coupled with
the Accessibility Study of San
Jose State College Facilities
conducted by Gary Gut tormsen in
the summer of 1968, is an attempt to improve the facilities
and services for the physically
limited at SJS.

ally limited in each building on
campus.
- Lack of paraletic toilets.
Hard to open doors.
- Handrails on stairways that
are hard to grasp.

Guttormsen states in his study
that "it is surmising how many
of us take such things as rest
rooms, drinking fountains, vending machines and telephones for
granted. Most of us do not think
twice when we ascend steps or
stairs, or when we pull open
heavy doors, or when we step
off a curb to cross a street, but
to an individual in a wheelchair
these things mesent theinselz s
as severe obstacles which are
very difficult or impossible to
overcome.

MORE BARRIERS
- Lark of accessible telephones
for the physically limited.

PROBLEMS
"For this reason it is important
that everyone be familiar with
the problems that handicapped
people are faced with as they attempt to function within the college environment."
Guttormsen’s study lists the ,trrhitertual barriers to the physie-

ROUND TRIP

LONDON

ROUND TRIP

homes for their annual Fall PreAt this time, each house will
formally introduce their fall 190
pledges to the school and the
nubile. This semester. 85 girls
have pledged houses and will lie
present ed.
Presents will take place front
2 to 4 p.m., during whieh time

GUITARS

I ,,ent IN.

Inadequate ramps into buildings.

$135

RTN.
JAN. 3
RTN. JAN. 4

$249

For Reservation Information Phone (415) 392-8513
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE RIGHT INFORMATION

Flights
Market St., San Francisco 94103
Please mail me information for flight
Name
Address
State

- -Drinking fountains that are
too high for people in wheelchairs.

’Vet.44.40,401010’,46,1,,,,,W4440WetW.Wietriott:Veles

BARGAIN CITY
Open Mon. thru Fri.

1

BRAND -r
I
NEW

anker Jackets

- Turnstyles through which
Heavy quilted
people iii wheelchahs cannot t
Quilted lining
pass.
All colors
q
- 13ookstaeks in the library
All sizes
that ate Iii II:11’PM’ for people k
in wheelchairs to use.

9-6. Sat, 9-5

Velvet
RE .

outer shell

Sheen Sweat Shirts
1208

Shcrt Sleeve

$5.95

RV,

Lon

11)9

Sleeve

$1.49

$1.98

All sizes

All sizes

WE CARRY ALL TYPES OF

Inaecessible huildings including tic’ Meirs Gym, thz, tempoNoy 1,t1.1,1in,s.. the Alumni Office,
the Ceiniselinz, Cenier. 1..Ntension
i/ri if VS, the ITV Center and the
Student Affairs Business Office;
second floors of the Administration Building, the Journalism
Building, the Faculty Offices, the
Home Eeonomies Building, the
Physical Education and Recreation Building. Hie Speech and
Drama Building and Tower Hall.

Sorority Tall Presents’
sents.

Dr.
con,I
The
1111
moustaches
II,’ sex problems.
I!.

Charter
995

RAIN GEAR
FREE STRAND SKI WAX
To all San Jose State Students
displaying Student Body card
Two ounce size One to a customer

BARGAIN CITY
260 N. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE, 281-3942
Lots of free parking
=Co-

Sunday the sororities at SJS
will invite the public into their

-Iiiatrist,

Neville Pail., I
cluded a
resMts, Men

LV. DEC. 19 RTN. JAN. 4
THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS FACULTY, STAFF,
EMPLOYEES AND TFIEiR IMMEDIATE FAMILY

SJS Student Proposes Help for Disabled
potentially great musicians. artists, poets, write’ s, seholars or
creative teachers." he said.
These people have a "greater
need for exposure to college than
do many of the non -disabled, not
merely from the, standpoint of
upgrading employment skills and
opportunities, hut for the importance of what the educational
experience does to make the individual a whole person," Cal ter
wrote.

Survey Findings

NEW YORK
LV. DEC. 19
LV. DEC. 20

’Society Denying Talent’
By CRAIG EVANS
Daily Campus Lite Editor
The experience of enrolling at
SJS was one of frustration for
William E. Carter, a physically
limited student majoring in social
services.
With understanding and help,
"this experience became one of
positive insights and values," Carter stated in a proposal for the
establishment of an office of
Educational Opportunities for the
Disabled Student at SJS.
"At the present time our society places great stress on the
impor tance of the image of
youth," Carter writes in the proposal. "The seductiveness of this
stress is so subtle that when
one is suddenly struck down, . .
the fight of recovery is not limited to overcoming the losses of
body and limb functions, but also
the weight of the burden of a
cosmetic mental block of how he
now appears to those around
him.

the

cmolith.e

Jet Charter Flights

. proves ballet is not boring.

the College Union Loma Prieta
Room at 7 p.m.
"King" Narcisse is a dominating factor in the upward trend
of registration among the Blacks
in the South.
The free lecture, open to the
public, is being sponsored by the
Black Studies Department.
Narcisse is the founder and
leader of his religious organization that goes by the slogan, "It’s
Nice to Be Nice." He has attended senate meetings and dis-

:ram the F.dileational ()ppm’_
t anity l’rograms, other professors
mud toe community have been
pouting into the pschology deIsirtnient, says Rutherford.
Glen 0. Toney. director of the
I:lacis GOP, commended the department for "that very signifiemit action." Chicatio EOP direetfie liumberto Garza. i’rofess,rr
Jose Carraseo, chairtnan of
on Mexican -American
Affairs, and Mario T. Garcia,
chairman of the SJS Association
of Chicano PEDIOSSON, also ex.
pressed
appreciation
for
the
The Santo (lora Branch of the
Ana rivan Civil Liberties Union
sent a si
letter of support to
the department, and Mexican
and Black c’ inanity leaders
Ii IV notified the department of
-import.
1
’II the vote rnay overturn
n ext w cok. Or. Rather;111
minority’ student
apply
fir the psyz-h,.
I, sit,. studies before
1,,,!
!,;,cri- muttsl
I
be accepted

lt 11.4.111i MORAI.Es
Daily Political %Vrlter
The Psychology I lip.. I ment’s
exeetit,st committee lii week
ad,ptist a new policy of open
admissions to its graduate studies
lor lib/unity stuth-ms. according
to Or. Al Rutherford, professor
it psyeliology.
The
11,t’
thilSberg,
111’41,14.0E I.41
,.ho1’wy. eliminates for these
it kill admission requirements
based on grade-paint averages
ta st,res lid :1111111
the de..zrado.,m-im 1.1 1.01114
prehensise t \ :H11110111141
The
with
I)r. James Sawrey, department
eh:Malian, casting the deciding
vote. A subsequent attempt by
opponents of the policy tfi delay
its implementation until the entire department could be polled
on it was defeated 4-2, Ratherford said.
A department referendum by
mail Site will be held beginnitir
solos, with votes tallied Tuesday, and an attempt may be male
to f wert urn the executive committee’s decision, Rutherford con_
tinued, but the liolicy is definite1
in force right now.
11r. Sawrey has denied this,
saying the policy will not go into
effect until it is vol iii upon by
the department.
Nleanwhile. statements of sup-

Jones." He also danced on Broadway in "House of Flowers."

Narcisse To Lecture
In Union on Monday
leader,

SPARTAN DULYS

srotore

each sorority will hold open
himse. give twits tours, and serve
refreshments.
Part icipoting sororities at San
.1o.e State iire: Alpha Chi Omega,
Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha Phi,
chi ome....i. Helm Gamma. Delta
.,110111a

Phi

GamkrPII.,
.511,11a
ma and S, 111,1 Kappa.
are
in,, led persons
All
tend the houses of
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BUY OR RENT TO OWN
"Remit i ftiI (

hr,

for Beautiful People

*eye,’ &talc
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.

hogluesbfa
Corner Bascom &
Stevens Creek
San Jose
298.1324

S. El Caminn Real
San Mat,.
304.822

Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.
Two Locations To Serve You
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
248-9858
IIIllIIuIlIhuluIIlliIIIlIIlIIlIlIt II IlililIt It Ill it It 111111 It limit It IlIltIIItIlllIIllIIt lilt"

tireioesi or the originia
Sertiona Chili of l’alo 110
FBI. 111:1’. 31
S

Orlea

hods

I Lolls Benefit
\( 1 . I

NIGHTLY AT 8:30
2 PERFORMANCES ONLY
\
$4.50 $3.50 $2.50

.1)
I :IN It: 11 DI 1.01{11 NI
Tickets
San Jose Box Office 912 Town & Country Village
Phone 246-1160 Open Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30 Sat. 10-3
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Reception Honors Dean Bowman

Model United Nations

SJS Students Diplomatic Understudies
Its CRAIG T1 itNER
Dully Staff Writer
SJS

Thirty

political

science

students are feverishly learning
all they can about Yugoslavian
economics, politics, foreign policy
and living conditions.
They are learning Si, think like
Yugoslavian diplomats.
In a few months, they are going
to be Yugoslavian diplomats. of
a kind.
The students are preparing for
the Far West Model United Nations I M.U.NS, April 15-18, 1970,
at the University of Oregon, at
Eugene.
Of the 30 students enrolled in
the class !Political Science 160,
two units!, 15 will make the trip
to Oregon, according to Pete
Tsepeleff, the leader of the group.
PRIME DELEGATION

as Associate Dean of the School of Applied
Sciences and Arts. All department chairmen

RECEPTIONDuring a reception in honor of
Dean Mary Bowman, past Physical Education
Department Chairman, Assistant Department

or their representatives from the School of
Applied Sciences and Arts were invited to

Chairman Miss Leta Walter talcs to her and the
new Acting Department Charman, Dr. Elizabeth Prange. The semi-fcrmal reception, held in

attend.

Physical

Education

Club

and

(Sit

Pre-Christitt,,,

Oeikj

PE.AC:0 AT
S

Yes,
We
Have
Bell
Bottoms

0
1.2

c II.,

( 16 88 )
If)

(3.88)

titlys oll s

SI R PI A S ENTER PR ISES
1687 NI.

I

)-34 )16

UI

298-5012

jewelers

72 S. First St , San Jose, Ph. 297-0920
Almaden Fashion Plaza =14 On the Mall, Ph. 266-8466
Westgate Shopping Senter, 1600 Saratoga Ave., Ph. 397-3051
710 Del Monte Ceder, Carmel Hill, Monterey, Ph. 375-6577

0)()4(viz
I.

were the

faculty and

education students presented Dr. Bowman with
a pewter mug. Not to be left out, the faculty
gave her a matching pewter mug.

Tau

Gamma, women’s honor society. It was given
on her appointment
in honor ci; d

.1’1 (I II

present

students from the Women’s Physical Education
Department. During the reception the physical

the Umunhum Room of the College Union, was
sponsoredb v Women’s Recreation Association,
Women’s

Also

vomo,v

At the conference, SJS will represent Yugoslavia in the general
assembly and on all committers.
The delegation is expected to vote
just as the real Yugoslav delegation does in the real U.N.
Tsepeleff explained that Yugoslavia is one of the prime delegations, and was SJS’ first choice
for the Model U.N. As an independent Communist state, Yugoslavia can move in and out of
both the Soviet and neutralist
blocs. Thepeleff explained.
Some 1,200 students from 120
colleges, universities, and junior
colleges from the Western United
States, Canada, and Mexico will

1;10;CE REILIA
Daily Feature Editor
Smee the days of Tom Swift
ond his electric radio young people have been captivated by radio
communication.
Most of us, however. have little
import onity to view tlw wonder
of radio rommunication in our
lifet ime.
Students who feel their lives
will be incomplete without such
an expetience will have the op-

SDX Hears
Blase Tonight
Kifl
of Rath, h.:\CIIN: in
Son list’ Will Ile the
Hsaker :tt tonight’s mood, of Sigma
Delta Chi, honorary 1. urnalism
fraternity in JC.206 starting at
Any journalism student interested in SDN is invited to attend
Ow weekly meeting.
Ni ’it
Will bt" initiated
,if 6:311
the (’ollege (italic I.

portunity today to listen in on
conversations between the SJS
Amateur Radio Club and amateur radio operators throughout
the world when the radio club
brings their operation outside.
The radio station will be set
up on the lawn between the Engineering Building and the cafeteria with club members giving
demonst rat ions throughout the
day beginning at 8 a.m.
"The purpose is to permit students to become a little more familiar with our club," said Jerry
Harris, senior public relations
major.
"We’ll lx. out there on and off
throughout the day talking with
amateur radio operators in all
parts of the world," explained
Ilarris.
25 TEARS OLD
Aceording to Harris, the radio
club was brought to the SJS
campus over 25 years ago "in order to promote amateur radio
within the school.
The club radio station, located
in E135, is available to all hemmed radio operators since, as
Harris pointed out, most student.

(Every night)

Professional Pharmacists
-AnInony 21. Camparina,
MODER \

019r., Owner

1)111’ G

CO.

Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293-7500
an Jo,e
$195. and up

STUDENT "RUSH" TICKETS
SAVE F.’2 EACH TICKET 15 MIN, BEFORE CURTAIN

rc."do not miss that SUPERMUSICAL"
Clive Barnes. NY. Times
"an unqualified smash ... an incomparable evening"
Knickerbocker. SF. Chror,cle
-brilliant ... fiercely passionate ... overwhelming"
London Sunday Telegraph
"run; don’t walk ... absolutely PM rate theater"
Chicago Coady News
"magic ... fire ... power.. . a great evening"
TorontoTelegram
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ille:1 theinsely es so still I lai t they
were awarded their first choice
of countries for this year. Yugoslavia.

Tsepeleff will head the SJSYugoslavian delegation. He at
last year’s 51.0 .N
at
Fresno State C’ollege.

At each conference guests from
the real United Nations speak
I’. the group. Last year Clinton
A. Rehling, assistant to the administrator of the United Nations
Development Program, and Miss
Dorothea E. Woods, of the Social
development division of the U.N.’s
Department ot economic and social affairs, spoke.

CONFERENCE PREPARATION
itelevittion
The
presto’’ it
members smut Ivan... in and out
of class preparing for the conference by studying Yugoslavia. discussing U.N. rules and procedures. and preparting tentative
resolutions.

As the M.U.N. approaches, the
SJS group will set up a mock
(’.N. themselves to "get the feel"
of the meeting. A representative
of Yugoslavia is ill also speak to
the class in the next few weeks,
Ts..peleff said.

it’el’s is essentially student], i Tseisdeff slid, but asst. prof.
of poliiieal science Alden H. Voth
Ls Ow iii sm%
"W. ....11j I: 0’ a good class."
kids are
.1.
I’ aware
really .,. :\I
of In,
lo we
bon ulf
can have the 1,-st
there."

Thep 1. I

i I

’t’ltt’

At the M.1. N., resolutions are
introduced in
tee, and
then brought to tlw general assembly for a v.ite, according to
’rsepeleff. The resolutions are
generally the work of the Afro_
Asian neutralist bloc, and deal
with problems of those countries.
SOUTH AFRICA CONDEMNED
A typical resolution, one that
passed
last
year. condemned
South Africa kw its apartheid
explained.
At
yedr’s \t. U.N. S.IS represented t he DOMOM at ii’ Republic
of the Congo. The delegates han-

ROBERT
GUILLAUME

BETTY
RHODES

Last Day To Talk
To Marine Reps
Today is ihe last day for interested students tic talk with
representatives of the Marine
C’orps officer ’training programs.
Major R. G. Mitehell and Captain C. R. Strichter II will be at
Barracks 13 from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
to explain Mu tine aviation and
line officer programs to male and
female st udents.

Series of Finis
To Begin Sunday
A seleclion ol 11 films will
kiek-off "Four Sundays in November," a series of film shorts
sponsored by the College Union
Pit graIll Board, in the Ballrimm
of the College Union.
Beginning this Sunday at 4 and
9 p.m.. such films as "The Great
and
Robbery."
t 1903 1,
"Time Is" 11964! will be featured.

Train

, Photo by Donald Blinn
FRITZ PLAYSGreat sound was the reaction from the students
Tuesday when Fritz played in the Conference Room of the College Union. Fritz, a Menlo-Atherton group, consists of Lindsey
Buckingham, bass; Stevie Nicks (SJS student shown above), vocal
and tambourine; Brian Kane, lead guitar; Javier Pacheco, organ
and clavichord, and Bob Aguirre, drums. Their sound ranged
from true blue grass stomp to heavy rock with interweavings
of soothing folk tunes.

Union Listening Rooms
Offer Musical Escape
By GORDON I/A:BRION
Daily Staff Writer
Class at 8:30, quiz tomorrow.
midterm this afternoon. Holy
rush. Search for a pia.,
rush
to turn-off, relax, eseape, feel at
ease for even a little while.
If music helps you csrapp. then
the new Student Union is the
place to visit when pressure gets
yOil "up tight." Follow the yellow striped rug up the stairs to
the seeon. I fbi .ind proceed 1 o
the (Iwot r marked Listening
ROOM.
first sight upon entering
is Mrs. Ellie Pederson. 22, graduate of U.C. DalViS, surrounded by
a desk, turntables. and tme recorders. Iler "offivial title" is director of listening t11.1I11. and
from her desk she van direct music into any of the five rooms
open to SJS students with more
than 154 albums and 36 tape.
ranging from classical to Ili‘iik
rOCk.
The five issens consist of three
separate rooms, one large room,
ins] It nari ow hall -like area.
palate rooms are equipped will:
chairs, stereo sound, and furry
ored walls Another area. the

’nu.

Th,.

m

large class-like room, rumored
the "dope room," has only pillows and two large speakets that
eels,
siviri) sound throughout
ihe room. The last
is the hall -like area
it jai
and
Private reeeptaeles for stereo headsets.

or Hu, listen-

-’’ruts

three

Mrs. Pederson invites students
I,, brim; in their own records,
I roviding they are in good condition. She stressed that the pees ti alt’s can
lx’
listening
(.111
(hanged by student irquest.
Newspapers a n d magazines
complement the listening room
that is presently! opened Monday
through F’rirlay froIll 11 a.m. to
11:15 p.m. Satur lay from 10 a.m.
:tot and Siittlay (tom 1 p.m.
1., 11:15 pin.

RICARDO’S
PIZZA
I,ke Entertainment
Nightly
II orlit,..sifit% anti Thi, ’day
JUDY, LARRY AND
TOM TOM

GEORGE
BALL

,atqlkesBret(&,
4 Neil

can’t afford to
di. their own
St it
For St talents who would like to
obtain a radio license from the
Federal Communicatkms Commission, the amateur radio club
will aid the student in obtaining the license.
MORSE CODE LESSONS
"Wc lielp them pass the Moist,
code portion of the test and help
them to learn the radio regulations," commented Harris.
Services of the club include
helpinu soldiers overseas to communieme with their families in
the V.S. and Cweasiunally helping
SJS students front overseas to
get messages to their parents at
home.
So students who have a yearning to hem ii VOire frOM overd to drop by the
seas oe
,
today to view
.t ions with re
the club’s eel),
dio amateurs o, other parts of
the world

1104 iu_Pcuis

7’he International Smash Hit Musical
TOES -FBI AT I 30PM/SAT AT71110PMISUN AT 365PAr
TICKETS OFICY1 67 66: BMX $5 £64. SUN MAT $6 $5, $4 Si
Ai Geary and Marines Bow Offices. end All MS-Ticatviron Be. Offices.

Friday

1)1x111.NI)Elts
..0515
10 DOO
ES’’

0

Sai Iii rain

C pen Wehts
Monday Om
Thuriday
All Day Saturday
Lou of Free Parking

MARINES PI-EHT273‘ strTHCZA;;N:47"
BY ARRANGEMENT WITH A C. T.

1

286-0930
330 S. 10th

,,,,, 1,7,

CHILDHOOD’S END

By mail ai SOS Sonar Street, San Francisco

jewelers

Tsepeleff said the guest speakit’s had not yet been ....Issued for
the April meeting.
SJS sponsored the event in
1961 and speakers included Sovat Afrilt:l6Salftir to the U.N.
Nikolai F’edorenkt.

Radio Club To Start
New Outdoor Station

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

$1s5
Catril a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Hold the magic
of a sudden brne7e.
Keep those moments alive.
7 hey’re yours for a lifetime
with a diamond
engagement ring from
Orange Blossom.

attend the M.U.N. Each nation in
the general assembly and on all
seven committees will be represented. Tsepeleff said.

SAN JOSk
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For What It’s Worth

cycine

By WALT l’osT
Fine Arts t’Alitur
Slagazine.
Today’s Subject: Harvard 1.411111p011104 parody ot ’I"
One of the cleverest and apparently wealthiest satirical publications existing is the Harvard Lampoon.
What it has done to Time magazine’s staid image would make
Ilunry Luce turn over in his grave. On the newsstands now is its
Incredibly life-like recreation of Time.
From cover to cover, the Harvard Lampoonists have duplicated
their "prey." The paper is the same expensive slick sheets. All of the
type, headlines, and makeup is the same as the real Time. The only
difference land what a differences is the parody content
HALF-NAKED

A LINEUPDemonstrators prepare to confront the police in Grant Park in a scene from
the movie "Medium Cool." The movie is the
only feature film which contains actual pictures,

such as this one, from the riots which occurred
in Chicago during the 1968 Democratic National Convention.

Movie ’Medium Cool’ Combines
’Now’ Reality and Theatricality
13)

A El. (./TONIS
Daily Stall. %%Liter

%11111.6 I, a
’II ,,U1 society.
Kids are gas: ,i :tad clubbed in
the streets in Chicago while inside the Convention IlaII delegates sing "happy days are here
again" to Mayor Daley.

The medium is the m’s re,
and the message is cool. ’Medium
Cool.’
The most "now" fact Ure 011 thc
screen today, ’Medium Cool’ mixes reality and thentricality. with
the 1968 Denuxtratie Convention
as a Ittekeretini. t, trotict,
disturinti_t ,t.,I te.
picture I

The movie marks the directing
debut of Academy Award winning cinematographer Haskell
Witeder, who also conceieed the
Priiii1, co-produced anti titok the
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is dynamite.
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-Time

’Dazzling.. Devastating.
Brilliant! Must be seen ioy
anyone who cares about
the development of modern
movies! --Newsweek

-As impassioned arid
impressive a film as any
released so far this year!
Signals perhaps a new
boldness in American
cinema! Extraordinary!"
-Time
’Powerful! Born out of
the time of troubles
through which this
nation has been passing!"
-Life

_..,...,..,..-..
,.....,._._..--,
,,..
...---’,.-2W
...," ----- I’
’ ’....7-"*-- - .i.- so ’
,k
Olt

’Staggering...iiiuminating...
Magnificent! It is the
stuff of now! Young
people...should be
required to see
’Medium Cool’’’. -Holiday
’Stunning! One of the
best pictures of 1969!"
-Cosmopolitan

.

4.
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cool
F5bert forster/verna bloom/peter bonerz / marianna hill
harold blankenship ;a; iriedmin ; 66’611 we.ler ka,kcIIwcsIeifiiii
meciurn
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SCRIPT
Director Wexler wrote the
script of the movie four months
in advance in anticipation of the
Chicago disorders. This accounts
for the earlier scenes in the movie
which show the National Guard
practicing military exercises to
suppress any civil insurrections.
The same methods are used later
in Chicago to zip the yippies
and other demonstrations.
Wexler told a group of college
journalists. after a special screening of the movie, at the Cinema
Burhank Theater in San Jose. "if
your film can reflect areas of
life where people feel passion,
then it will have genuine drama.
I sincerely believe we have accomplished this in ’Medium
Wexler did accomplish this and
more. He was able to convey a
very contemporary feeling to this
film.
There are no studio scenes in
the film and every line of dialogue was recorded on the spot
iv it litett
usual
the
"dubbing"
and "Ionising" required by location filming.
IMPROMPTI1
Wexler also used both actors
and non-professionals in the movie. The impromptu remarks of
the non-professionals came off
well be-cause Wexler used the
technique of giving individual
lines, so that in many instances
even t he stars did not know in
advtime what others in the WPM,
ivnnislnl say. The response and re art ion was spontaneous and completely nit era I.
The contemporary feeling of
the film is enhanced by musical
scoring by Mike Bloomfield and
with incidental music by the
Mothers of Invention.
The realism of the movie is
photographed
;Ind
is
potent.
against a constantly changing
bac-kw-mind. Most of the action
takes place in Chicago and settings like the International Ampitheater, where the Democratie
Presidential Cfsnvention took
t;rant Park. where the ma the Upion rioting took place:
town Appalachian Ghetto. and
ghetto homes of Black militants.
TIaskell Wexler has created a
relevant work. So relevant that
’Medium Cool’ won’t leave yne

Haskell Wexler, Director "Medium Cool"
II

entire tootage of the film. ’Medium Cool’ is not a documentary,
but a feature film. It is the
only non -documentary to contain
actual footage of the infamous
riots in Chicago.
The plot of the movie centeis
on a television cameraman, John,
and his sound man, Gus, a news
team who go about their daily
news job without thinking much
about the misery and suffering
they are recording.

tillr

147:02 BIG BASIN WAY
SARATOGA
867-3026

’ :11: r.t.P.TY"
7:00 P.M.

all otintents eraduate anti
then W111,1, it and flounder before
Met end their "true calling."
Thai, eases in point are Wes
Finset, t;tirt itothuni and Robyn
i1,11-11;1 grads. Wes
5.15
6111,, vr
Finite n. nit1.11.; the lead role
first Stantoirl
isn, Lit in
ii,11 ,:f
Perfermances
29 Iii ’id, Net. 8,
t-tai and authorl
ai’tlil
I ist ettnester , iVineent,’ is
’1-1 production
tri Intl in the
f the ’Cherry On -hard.’ and
Robyn Gerrard ha, mewed from
seeretary to Assoviate Editor of
Teen magazine.

On the cover is a half-naked blonde holding a copy of Time. The
"option reads "Does SEX sell magazines" From here on in. regular
subseribers of Time will realize this isn’t their old familiar news
inagazine.
Everything from the Letters to the Editor, to the ordinarily dull
1,1’61661611S titled Business, Religion. and Books, are loaded with satiric
prose. Much of it violates usual standards of "good taste,"
Under Television, for instance, it lists a program titled "’You Die,
Charlie Brown’, in this special show Charlie Brown kills Limits and
Violet with a ball peen hammer, Lucy falls victim to a child nuylester.
and Snoopy is put to sleep."
SATIRICAL FIGURE
Our beloved president, on his way to becoming the greatest satirical
figure of the decade teenturyfl, is shown in his "Allmm of Gylden
Memories." In one photo Nixon is seen browsing through Vatican
inornentm with Pope Paul VI. The caption reads, "the U.S. leader
settled on a glow-in -the-dark revolving crucifix and a marked-down
Saint Christopher medal."
The People section includes sonic impolite comments about
Jacqueline OnaasLs. She and young David Eisenhower are two major
targets for the Lampoonists.
A "Time Essay" is entitled "What’s So Bad About Being MiddleClass Anyway," and shows a T-shirted, pot-bellied slop leaning on a
dilapidated convertible.
Time magazine is the ideal subject for parody. Its ctments reflect
the opinions and outlooks of millions of Americans often labeled Pie
"Establishment." For these multitudes, Time is sort of a news-Bible.
A satire of Time is actually a parody of an America many young
people abhor.
College students will find the material humorous and biting, hut
the irreverent Lampoonists spate no one, including students.
The self-righteousness of the young, the fallacies of many student
demonstrations, and the idolizing of "popular" performers are subjects
for the parody.
ADDITION
An interesting addition to the issue is the presence of two full-page
ads bought by Newsweek and 1...ot,k Magazines. I’m sure they considered their money was going ’toward a "worthy cause."
Not to be forgotten, however, is the fact Time magazine gave tht
Harvard Lampoon permission to rake its weekly publication over
the coals.
Quality satire Is rare in this serious "age of crises." Often considered egotistical and conceited, satirists, nonetheless, are invaluable
to an imperfect society.

rrs
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Swiss Cellist Honegger

Featured in Duo Recital
Tickets are now on sale for
the duo recital by Swiss cellist
Henri Honegger and SJS pianist
Patrick Meierotto on Tuesday.
Nov. 4, at 8:15 p.m. in concert
Hall.
Featuring Beethoven’s music,
this prognun is the first td a
year-long festival series sponsored by the Music department
and devoted to the music of Beethoven, marking the bi-centennial
anniversary of the famed cumpiter’s death
TV,. ui BeiVIOVPICS sonatas for
cello and piano, Sonata No. 2 in
G Minor, Op. 5, no, 2. and Sonata
No. 3 in A major, Op. 69, will be
Suite No. 2 in D minor for Solo
Cello.
Meierotto is a member of the
SJS nittsic department faculty.
Honegger is a specialist on
Bach suites, being the first artist
to successfully perform all six
suites at one concert. He presented the complete performance
in New York City in 1959, and
has held similar concerts in sev.
end countries since that time.
With extensive musical background which spans many dec.
ades and continents, Honegger
began his studies in Geneva, the
city ef his birth, and served as
the first cellist of the famed
L’Orchestra tie la Suisse Ro-

mande under the direction of
Erneat Anserment. Honegger has
also studied with Pablo Casals
and with the late Emmanuel Feuemann.
Locally, Honegger has appeared
as a soloist with the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Ort-hestra. He has
also appeared iss soloist with
Europe’s best-known orchestras
and has toured the Americas and
Africa.
Tickets for the concert may be
purnha.sed at the SJS Music De.
mrtment refine or by mail for
Si each. Additional sales will take
place at the music department
office the afternoon of Nov. 4,
prior to the evening performance.
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A11 TO MOVIE

"A lyric, tragic song of the
roari."4th TURBULENT
’""*".""" "" WEEK!
I

Peter FONDA- COLOR
STUDIO
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Until kern

"ANYONE
CAN PLAY"
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"THE YOUNG
RUNAWAYS"
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SOUTHERN FRIED?

Mar

You say you’ve never heard of it, or them, or whatever? You don’t smoke it! Southern Fried is a band
that will be playing this Friday, Oct. 31st., in the
Women’s Gym from 9-12 P.M.
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IT’S A TRIP IN ITSELF
‘$ 2081

So. Winchester

’ITN
Cam bell. Calif.

COLLEGE UNION PROGRAM 111) 111) PRESENTS
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A DANCE AND CONCERT FEATURING

THE
GRATEFUL
DEAD
SOUTH BAY
EXPERIMENTAL FLASH
FRI. OCT. 31

9 P.M. -1 A.M.

COLLEGE UNION
BALL ROOM

STUDENTS $2
OTHERS $3
Tickets on sale at
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Behind the Scenes With Busy SJS Trainer Welsh
IV KEVIN DOYLE
DAV Sports. Editor
N’s u have to be a comoinaticin
i;chiatrist, doctor and miracle
worker to work in the training
roam at SJS.
Headed by ttainer Jim Welsh
and his assistants Buck Muir and
I id Ferrari, the trainers are re,r,onsible for keeping Spartan
athletes in top physical condition
throughout the athletic season.
Welsh and his cla.IN get little
time off between fall and spring
football practice. The season
starts in August with fall football
and concludes in the latter part
of June with the NCAA track
championships.
into
Ar*body who has walkt
the training room in the Men’s
Gym or South Campus would
panic if they had to face the
long line of athletes that greets
Jim each day.
BURY SEASON
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Tire rat,s tre:w.,1
iineharkers in dirierew

s.
.
(’(’01 I1.
While s..phomore Dave Chaney
underwent surgery for a ttirn
knee ligament suffered in the
Wyoming game and junior Larry
Stonebarger suffered a dislocated
Shi milder
against the Cowboys,
Bruce Leellyer gained two different honors for his outstanding
play in a 10-7 loss to Wyoming.
1.ke Chaney a sorihoLem.
.1..
"Lineman of the
o the Northern
aII writers Mon, of the Week:, the Santa Clara
sir and Broad-

,....soommicommow rm.

M?LETE MEAL
(.;14LY 49c

,
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SJS Defensive
Crew Reduced

:11 Files & Coke

TOP DEFENSIVE EFFORT
I.,ocuytr made 13 ’tackles. nine
of the unassisted, recovered two
fumbles, and called the signals
during SJS’ top defensive elltad
of the year against the
Chi nc:. underwent sue, fa I
sin
Sunday and will 1,...,11

ter.

fur the season. "Ile’s resting well,
reading a lot, and can’t wait for
spring practice," reported coach
Joe McMullen.
Stonebaister is out for an indefinite period, probably the entire remainder of the season.
FOUR LINEBACKERS
The injuries to Chaney and
Stonebarger leave the Spartans
with four able-bodied linebackers
unless they wish to make some
position changes.
In iahlition to Lecuyer, Seymour Jules, Brian Barnard and
lcrams will compose the
Mike
crew against University of New Mexico Saturday.
Chaney, injured during the
third quarter of the Wyoming
clash, made 10 tackles, including
nine unassisted stops, before being hurt.
Stonebarger, a transfer from
Diablo Valley Junior College,
had Mute..., sl the SJS coaching
sitilt with his improvement since
III( ’,rut
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Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

"Work of Art"

HOURS
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The early part of the school
year is the busiest with football.
soccer, cross country, track and
water polo teams all needing his
talents.
Welsh is doing the job that
many schools have three or roar
full-time people are doing plus
a number of assistants.
Head football coach Joe McMullen said it best:
"Jim’s value is impossible to
weigh . . . I couldn’t be more
pleased with the job he’s doing.
It is kind of hard to realize that
one man can do the job here because at Penn State we had four
full-time trainers.
"He has a great manner. Jim
doesn’t baby any of the players,
yet he treats them with compassion," etinclialed McMullen.
Welsh. who was raised in Redwood City, sowed two years as
an assistant under Lindsey McLean at SJS before taking the
head job at Long Beach State.
Welsh returned to SJS last year
when McLean took the head job
at University of Michigan.

SJS Trainer . . . Jim Welsh
tough when working on a small
in size and num-

football team
bers.

BUMPS .AND Itilt isEs
Smaller players have more of
a chance for bumps and bruises
and the less players you have
on the squad the more they have
to play which eventually weats
them physically.

JOB DOUBLY TOUGH

But Welsh and ins crew work
countless hours each week -- including Sundays -- to get the
gridders ready for another week
of action.
One of Welsh’s most consistent

He graduated from SJS in 1966
and while at Long Beach State
attended the School of Physical
Therapy.
Welsh’s job becomes doubly

Cross-Country Men
Battle Tough Indians
The 10 I’ll y -plagued SJS crossrsaint
I.,un will tackle its most
formidable opponent of the seassin Saturday when it meets the
powerful StanPrA Indians.
The meet will take place on
the Spartans’ home course at
Coyote Park at 10 a.m, and will
cover 4.5 miles.
Second place finishers in the
NCAA finals last year. the Indians lost their first dual meet in
tw,i sears last week when they
dropped a 27-28 decision to UCLA,
another collegiate cross-country
titan.
In last year’s SJS-Stanford
encounter, the Indians swept the
first five places in gaining a 15-40
triumph.
Basically a strong team. the
Spartans have two runners who

are doubtful for Saturday’s meet.
Gary Her thiaume has been ill ivcently while Gary Hanson is hay..
ing trouble with an achilles
tendon.
Both Berthiaume and Hanson
have been SJS stalwarts all
season.
Otherwise, the Spartans, 2-0 in
dual meets, will field some strong
runners.
Included in the group are senior
Andy Vollmer, one of last year’s
top performers who topped the
field in the Spartans’ victory
over Cal Poly two weeks ago;
promising freshman Buck Black,
now the team’s second man; distance veteran Darold Dent, recovered from a recent illness; and
Martin McCann and Gary Rezoo.1111.

patients is running

back Mike
Scrivner. Scrivner was out of the
Stanford game with four broken
bones in his back, but through
some professional work
action four games later.
Scrivner then sprained his
ankle on the first series he carried the ball in his comeback
against Arizona State, but Welsh
has been working on him and
he’ll be back in action this week
against New Mexico.
Welsh’s success can not be
measured by wins or losses over
opponents, but his ledger is impressive when you see athlete’:
in the lineup following an injury
the week before.

Fro 11 Gridders
Cancel Contest
Due to a combination of illness

COWLES
SCORE -HIGH
EXAM BOOKS
INSIST ON COWLES
THE QUALITY STUDY GUIDES
FOR TOP TEST SCORES
Up-to-date test material
Best organized study guides
Do’s and don’ts
of test taking
Step-by-step programming
Accurate practice tests
Explained answers
Self -evaluation profile

forced to cancel its Friday afternoon contest against the Stanford fresh.
The frosh club, which absorbed
a 35-12 licking at the hands of
the UC-Berkeley fresh last week,
has a 2-1 mat k for the season.
The two remaining games on
the’ schedule, San Francisco State
Nov. 71 and Sacramento State
(Nov. 21 4. are still slated to be
played.
The squad has been playing
with only 21 members, which is
just about the’ bare minimum
needed to play a tackle football
game.

Augusto 5’:ataneda, inside -left
tor the Spartan soccer team likes
,aarcer. But he doesn’t get as
much out of it as his brother,
I tertian.
Herman, most valuable player
on Peru’s national team, makes
approximately $50,000 a year. He
member of the Peru
l’s;,1s.,
’sip squad.
\\..:I

SANTA
CLARA
Ibinda

plus

1 amalla
Bs k

COWLES GUIDE TO
GRADUATE SCHOOLS.
Covers more than 1,400 schools:
costs, faculty, study programs,
housing, financial aid,
facilities, etc.

19(1.2 :4IP% Pts,

81/"x 11" Paper *$4.95 all others $3.95 each
See them at your local bookstore
A

0, (0.111[...1.1.10..

SJS

freshman football squad has been

Soccer Family

with the help of

Cowles Book Company, Inc.

the

and nuisance injuries,

PASS THAT TEST!

CHECK THIS LIST
Preparation for
GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST*
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST
NATIONAL TEACHER
COMMON EXAMINATIONS
MEDICAL COLLEGE
ADMISSION TEST
FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE EXAMS
DENTAL APTITUDE TEST

by the

doctors and Welsh was back in

San
I.

;reek

Blvd.

213.7146

World’s favorite Sport

On the cideline4
By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily Sports Editor
coach John Nlaekos ic
deltdoke said Jim Grosso fast
after dn. oto bat,
-it.,
respc. Ioiiir ililers.
Grosso. 21, s ..1
old. started the seas011 off as a rcsen e full
ltdi k., btu loe, dii-e id one thing or :mother 5, as loosed to ili.
festsise sot I tslicre he is now it artist!: with Tott Jackson.
Due thing could be that the Spartans were fat in fullb.ickseak at tlefelisio
eirallt and Larrs

ith Frank

...
Dr the other could It,’ that \Liao% is’. 271. doesn’t like
one of his players -Sir-i ir "Mr. -

Si

I

’Marko% it. and Grosso hate both clone some amazing th
to get to their viirrent positions.
’Mackin is attended
ake Forest t tiit it -its cs here he is as .5
star quarterback. lie led the Atlantic Coast Conference in total
offense in Pint and c% as the Conference’s scholar -Athlete.
While it:truing his masters degree at NI i isis 01 111110. he sots
graduate assistant coach. Ile then silent one \ err ,orelting high
school ball before he sitas called up for actise iltity in the Artily.
But his Army duty is a little different than the aserage college
grail %stolid expect.
’.11r

d

long

letter-ssriting campaign

lie

filially

cons Metal

ii I,,, \ rms football coach Toni Cahill or General Ilerslics that
lic should lie assigned to West P
t, where he 1’011111 111.11)
1.111:11.11 IIII kali bill I team.
After Nlackosic’s one year at West Point, Joe NIeNIttllen was
named head coach at S.D.; and there you has e the Cinilerella
story id how a 25 -year-old eligible bar-in-10r gehs a job people
liace heen working a number of years for.
Grosso hasn’t quite got as far as Nlackosic it, hut he’s done
some things that the offensise backfield mach has not done.
First of all he’s married to an at

IBM secretary and

sevonills he is a sitteran rugby player for the Peninsula Ramblers prior to his nest football career.

Fin stire

Nlacko%ie would like to do the first thing. but mould
probably balk %s him it comes to playing rogify.
Grosso hadn’t played competitive football sinee he played for
Await Illgh in :Mountain View six years ago. Between those six
!,it.s be has been

married. served his military. duty (not as a

rugby tantelli and is becoming a scholar athlete.
*
*
*
Don’t expect the Spartan football program to take a complete
resersal in one or two seasons

By KEN LUTIII
Daily Spurt.. Writer
It’s a shame moot students
S.1.S. :Ind the general public lot Oro matter. (tuft take advant.i
of seeing seine of the nation’s
to;
soccer teams and players
perform right here at Spat-tan
Stadium.
"Football." as it is known outside the United States, has the
distinetion of being the world’s
most popular sport. In Central
and South America it is followed
with such enthusiasm that games
often provoke fights and riots
with nationalistic overtones. The
sport is threatening to overtake
baseball as Japan’s "National
Pastime."
TOP TEAMS
Last weekend ;Did. 24 anti 25!
at Spartan Stadium, S.IS staged
its third invitational soccer tournament in which three of the nation’s top teams participated: our
oWn Spartans, the Air Force
A,-aderny- and the University of
Francisco,
sultan 201:11
lnfortunatrly,
ms attended the tw,t-night
tourney to sot Ids: season’s top
Mani I lernandez and
USF’s Alex Robustoff, one-time
member of the US. Olympic
team. plus a lot of exciting soccer.
Despite the relati,-ly. small atit.inetheless
tendance, it %v.’s
larger turnprobably one of
outs in recent years is in soceer,
Spartan coach Julie Menend
the dominant iittre Iii SJS’ pm-

and Mackovic, the coaches are Gteorge

Darlinuton. Molt Grottkau, Johnny Johnson and Dewey King.
The skiff has brought SJS a number of good freshmen this
had to recruit and the number

should double in size and talent in the next two years.
M hit a e4naple of good frashman teams bask to hack to join
tIts’ out.tantling crop of sophomores that the staff has to work
with now, a couple of poor years of football at SJS could be
forgot ten.

GENERATING INTEREST
However, even the optimistie
Menendez must wonder what the
I!, generating mine
est in soccer. Why isn’t the
sput io,tre popular’
Si,,’
tne answers are obvit,,r- Fosi. a lot uf people haven’t
b. a l’:1 ’Sell to soeeer SO really
ti I 1.di.,,k v.liat they are Missin
.,,
I
sis-cer games go
trial
as compared %kith i abet. sports. Also, if
the pan- is unaware of soccer’s
presence, how can it develop an
identity and understanding- of the
sport? Obviously all these factors
are interrelated.
linWeVer, prObahly the biggest
factor agdinst soccer’s development into a "major" sport is the
compet it I, in with which it is
fat-ed. It....tosa it overlaps the
!t rall si ason, the chances of
s,,-.-er gaining the publicity it
requires are remote. Football,
especially to ball, is generally
acknowledged as having saw_
passelbaseball as this country’s
No. 1 spectator sport.
LARGEST REVENUE
A derivative of soccer, football
annually is the biggest item on
a college’s athletic budget. It is
also the largest revenue producer. Because it is so heavily
relied upon to produce needed

Poloists Resume Play
mg their third strai_ht
Pacific Coast Athletic As:a/CI:Ilion triumph, the SJS water poloists are preparing for another
busy weekend.
Now 3-0 in PCAA action ttiter
whipping San Diego State 11-7,
the Spartans battle Long Beach
State tomorrow at 3 pm. and
take on Ii’ Santa Barbara Sat-

ATO Nabs Key Win
5.15 basketball captain
Ts., Holman hit split end John
ii Ii,:: with a 50-yard touchdown
pass to give Alpha Tau Omega
hard-fought 7-0 victory over
Ili, I
chi ’in the Fraternity
_ Lie football enunpionship
Tuesday afternoon.

the
:aid reming the
and high van

just give it three.

...aching staffs in the nation. The staff has been working extra
hours to reeruid the best possible athletes on the West Coast.

season iii the short time they

atta, was tIi.
litirrifl’olls COIN,
lnes he receive
ton ent.
,ahlliet
her competition,

Me and The::, leading 14-0 behind the defensive play of Marty
Redman and Ken Kambic, had a
last minute breakdown as the
Sunshine Boys rallied to down
M&T 16-14 Monday for the independent crown.
ATO will play Me and Them

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid. meet people, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send $1.00
for members-hip and 34 -page illustrated JOBS ABROAD magazine, complete with details and applications to International
Society for Training and Culture, 644 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N. V., a non-profit student membership organization.

while Theta Chi tests the Sunshine Boys in the i,pening of the
All College playoffs today- at 3:45
at South Campo:.
The winner iit ti: ’so two games
will battle M,iirtay fur the All
Collegr ehamphinship. Me and
’Phein is the defending champion.
In the Ito.ver division playoffs
Monday. ATO No. 2 behind Bob
Bradforit Dave Young and Bruce
Wood crushed the Bears 24-0.
The Fraternity League linIs
Tuesday was one of the ii I
tigt.tressively played games in intramural history.
Randy Donis iif AI(), tine .t
the best I inomi n I .VIT Its pi*,
int ra MUrals, vont inually nil prvsmire on ’cc quartei hail< Dave
Mercer.
Donis came through with the
defensive play of the game when
It,’ tagged Mercer for a fit e -yard
loss when TC had the ball int tic
Taus four-yard line on a foto th
down situation,
Line standouts for the Taus lit eluded Bob Edelstein, Chris Ivei son, Donis, Roger MeLaughery
and John Illeardman S Bickford
McElwee, Buteh Ireland, Dak
ti in Mere, :mil Rick Bielotti led Tr.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S

TACOS
A VeZVOUS

monie, tor tile athletic department, football receives all of the
publicity and limelight.
The answer, then, to awakening an interest in soccer would
seem to lie wthin the college
athletic department. Perhaps a
reevaluation of priorities would
produce a better future for soccer
at the college level.
LIMITED FLNANCES
Unlike football soccer requin-s
very
limited
finances.
Little
equipment is required, training
facilities don’t present a problem
and coaching and administrative
personnel can be kept to a minimum. On the other hand, soccer
a big money maker
is
because of its low overhead. With
tournaments and perhaps interseetional games, soccer could contribute greatly to the athletic
department’s funds and more
than pay for the increased pub.
licity it woukl require.
It’s like a vicious circle. To
generate interest, more publicity
is required. But if no interest
exists, why publicize a dying
sport?
However, the potential exists
at SJS for soccer to develop into
a major sixtetator sport and revenue producer. Largely due to
ettach Menendez’ recruiting and
knowledge of the game, SJS attracts the top high school talent
from around the Bay Area, The
Spartans finished third in the
NCAA finals last year and have
won the tough West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference Title
the last two seasons.

. -’
rough lot
the SJS soccer sqUail. Not only
ihd the Spartans
their !list
till of the season,
io Vs:I.’ in the SJS his liii,
but they fell from first to
it.
its the latest weckly soccer
ings.
Ti, top it off. outside-right
Frank Pinto suffered a broken
ankle and will be lost to the
squad the remainder of the ye
The SJS booters return to
lion this Saturday when it,
travel to Morag:i to dire!
Mary’s at 11 a tO

_

louse
-pecialty
baked

LASAGNA
cd with French Brew!

$ 1.50

Fine Cla,sieal Guitars
Nlore Than /10 Tholck In Stock

McCord Iltu-fic
Building 8
810 loan & Country X illage
Sun Jose ---- Phone 2964)113

potentially

11111#1\1\111
’419 ING
at the new

ilatn6ene,,o
FEA7 I RI\ G

The Omega Trio
417 South First Phone: 295-9300

SOCCER POWER
SJS’ reputation as a soccer
power and the potential soccer
interest in the Sam Jose area
paved the way in landing the
NCAA tournament for SJS to be
held Dec. 4 and 6.
If increased support, in the
form of larger crowds, can be
demonstrated for soccer, the
sport might really take hold. So
if you’ve never seen a roamer
game, this season is the best opportunity you’ll have in finding
out what it’s all
Besides, wouldn’t it be a welCOMI. change to watch a winning
"footi-- I I" teatn

about.

CLIP THIS COUPON
ONE

FREE

PIZZA (SMALL)

Of your choice with the purchase of one large
pizza at the regular price
LIMIT 1 SMALL PIZZA PER COUPON
NAME
ADDRESS
Offer expires Oct. It, 1969

LOU CANNON
SPEAKS IN THE BOOKSTORE
ON OCTOBER 30
AT 12:30 TO 1:30 P.M.
Lou Cannon, author of the book
"Ronnie and Jesse: A Political
Odyssey" will visit the Spartan
Bookstore on October 30, at 12:30
P.M. to 1:30 P.M.
The 36-year-old author will meet
with students, faculty and interested public in the bookstore on
the second level of the new College
Union to discuss his book and autograph copies.
Sannon is presently state bureau
chief for the San Jose MercuryNcws in Sacramento and winner of
the 1968 Political Science Association Award.
He was granted hours of exclusive interview time with Reagan and
Unruh while working on the book.

Faim?

When you French foreign exchange students are home frying French fries, why
not phone in an order for some lice’s
Tacos? Things go better with tacos.

Phone Orders 297-8421

u!,!.
.it 2 p.m. Both PCAA outings are slated for the Olympicsize pool at DeAnza College.
SJS has only one more home
contest this season, Wednesday
night, Nov. 12, against UC-Berkeley. The remainder of the games
will be played at DeAnza until
the PCAA and NC’AA championships in Long Beach during late
November.
Bill Ger-tits, with another consist "lit performanee agaitit SDS
with six goals, raised his teamleading total to :IT for the year.

..... parfait

Booters Lose Out

Soccer Gaining Popularity
But Has Long Way To Go

McMullen has put together one of the youngest and hest

IliNItillen

SPARTAN DULY
Thursday’. October 30, 1969

4th and St James

Vodeaole
"In the College Union"

Thum,lay October 30, 1960

11-All’4RTAN T11.4TLY

AWC Starts Program
For Street Lighting
Purp.se la the project is to reduce orime and accident rates on
the college ran-wits and the surrounding areas by establishing
adequate street lighting.
The project has been commended by San Jose Chief of Police,
.1 R. Blackmon. as well as the
,
loll:list ration.
v. 15, a petition will be
:.-.1 to property owners
i.11 the area concerned
1. alit and Santa Clara
17111 and Reed Streets.
,,r 50 per cent
s
sstiois are needed.
clition will then be pre:4ati Jose City

Plans for the coining Yeinciet
were discussed at Iasi Tuesday’s
All Women’s Council rtha.ting.
AWC, a representativc organization ot all women’s groulis on
campus. discussed plans tor their
current project for better street
lighting in San Jose

"What Do
You Mean
’We’,
Paleface?"

.it for the Catholic
; titer announced a
III a Toil for all women’s
Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m.
...die Women’s (’en -

.

1;1 coffee get-together
held by AWC for all
.%
4.11k

4411,
i .ri

LA.
Those thrilling days of
yesteryear are hard to
take seriously today.
These original radio
stories feature The Lone
Ranger, Tonto, Dan Ried,
and assorted villains.
It s camp for all seasons.

DeaDD

eommenverrient, elecVarna’,
and
I. icet weets were also de,
il In, Meet ing. The rest
ri:
.11 be held ’I’uesilay.
1 in Ito. tiostantion ItiAtm
inn College Union at 3:30

it

..f

A
1.111

Reed and Use
Sp....rfan Daily Classified Ads

iNCREDIBLE N1W
Ix:ITEM/NT as
oiCCA RECORDS
AND TAPES

For
Ccovenience and Profit

Spartaguide
TODAY
HUM.) Foundation, Jewish Students Organization, 8 p.m., to
meet in Costanoan Room, College
Union. Plans for a dance to be
discussed. All students invited.
Contsereation Forum, 1:30 p.m.,
S164, General meeting. All students invited. Also tables or
booths are located on Seventh St.
for those interested in informatiOn nal elinSerl at 1,,n.
Ph ill.Ophy Department, 8 p.m
i-lienhol a guest speaker. Pr,
Skolomowski of the University of Southern California.
author of "Polish Analytic Philosophy" will read Poppers Phil;
ophy of ScrentY-, in C1124/8 Al!
students are welcome.
Christian Science Organization.
7:30 p.m., to meet ill Memorial
Chatxtl. All interested nt
and faculty invited.
SOS Ram (intact’s, 4:30 p.m., in
Costan.sin Room, College Union.
All Yiudents invited.
Student Mobilization C
tee, 4:30 p.m., to meet in Cirl i
veras Room, College Union. All
St udents are welt, in,, .
Chess Club, 1 pin ti) 4 p.m..
nivel it, Nliintalvii
Collwi
Trawl. It will :ilsit meet from ,
pm to II 1,111.
Bridge club, 7 p.m., in (koalaItillte Room, College Union. All
students art ’welcome.
Shona Mil ’rail, 1:30 pm.. to
meet in S210. Guest speaker will
be I Ii Patterson, to discuss actin u’5 of Peace Corps in the
P...ii
AU students welcome
sirs, 4 p.m., to meet in CH164.
T., it- cuss anti -war marches and
itlliEtnees.
onto:’.s-Worker-st
AIIs wields ttri. in..
lir
Daughters cit HMOs, 10 p
nniel in Della Sigina l’In IiIs
rut hintse. All interested
Theta Sigma Phi, 7 p.m.,
ind
ii
it
ti itciiit All meitiliirs
pledges are ina it -ti lull ti tilitI i at
"Miss Photogenic (*oldest" lii
are scheduled f,,i inyou-sion
Filipino-Ameritnio lulu, 7 putt
(111,1
to meet in E1,112.
ing. All students welcome.
Spartan Shields, 12,30 pie
I I.
2:30 p.m., to itiiiii in
,11
Room. All stiidenis
joining are twill. Bitsh :iiti%
ties will hi- ,cheduled.
Re-E.:ducal iii Censer, 7 pm..

.3c
OVER
SO

.1.!"A%
iT

PRINTING -- 100 COMES 53 25

G0001,6711-1
cePlier
2nd,
SAN 10SE 245 4964
la E. SANTA CL’IRA ST. (at

I 1000 11111111i 1 in’t ,, t tilI,tttuihlVIilI;uiitIilIttIIlIItIttttItI(ttItltIilliIiuitlllIP-

FOREIGN
CAR
SERVICE
own a car that is a -

If

made in Europe. iii, prof,

17.757.1

knots

Ala

it

illal

needs

i-ers ice and repair.

i and

Both id theAr come from

H

Gar.n.:e Europa.

S ue at 14

GARAGE
EUROPA
A111’0311
Oil I i

295-9(182

\ (mite

ooll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111110101111111111111Ilma.

Center Sets
Career Day
Seniors interested in It:11H’,Jeer
pating in non-technie,ii
Day interviews on Di 0 I :111,1 7or the federal agency Who
scheduled for the week ot
17 may now sign up :it the t ’a 1...
Planning and Placement Ceni.
122 S. Ninth St.
Sign up material will he set u’
on the second floor at the yen ter, according to Mrs. Kelly MeGinnis.
Hours available for signing up
for the corning Career Day job
festival are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily until Nov. 13.
The corporations visiting SJS
campus in December will be primarily interested in non-technical
majors, including business and
this liberal arts.

1/2 PRICE SUIT

..

110.00 Suits

ON All,

mi RC, AND/sE

SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE

eiti6

os

AT SATHER GATE -

125 S. 4th Wee

I.

55.00
60.00
62.50
67.50

UnivrEtSITY MEIN’S SHOPS
Est 1927

SANS CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

NONPROF1T FLYING CLUB needs stu, 1ts. Four aircraft,
& monthly dues.
YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs.
r borne Way, S.J.
L. ’1 JL. 21, t
A
Alesandrou.
4-7 - by
of SOUTHERN
DANCE7,
Or’
. ween) 9:00-12:00
CAR RALLYE STANFORD SHOPPING
’ N LllE
,rs welcon
id 9 p.m.
_lic Students
Center 79
J
1 ,.day 7:309 p.m.

PRE CANA

bet 31, 1

’CLEOPATRA ’

8,

10 p.m

AM LOOKING for a 2 bedsore
RECORD SALE!
LOST AND FOUND 16)
Y , $e,i Ae ’cc my. Any Black s.1,’ ..
.- , ,. call Ann
t re. !
re’
. 297.44,,.
k
L
(.,0
:
PERSCRIPtION GLASSES Lc-,
LOST
i’.,
’
Al:
., , - ._ ,,b,, re ;. .,,,,
.EMALES.
$6.00 L.P.’s i
blocks from i B-i’..r. iii5edR. Lvi0 SAt R. cl 0 . 2C7
i
n
"
’
L.
.
.
1
000..
on a specs . i .,
cr.. I’ -, .’Y3 -8I05 after 5.1
i the ,,,n F., S4‘_,
order by Tues, p.c.-up in IHours are 3.5 M t Come FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
same week.
PERSONALS (7)
287- 3 bedroom house. l,-,, clock from camin and place an order or ca
woo. pus. Phone: 287.4961.
3481, Ken - Rm. 1021. Waft
HATHA
YOGA
& MEDITATION. Tu.,
Legitimate,
It’s
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Upper
Th,s e.t. 7’.1L. 93U /0 Hawthcrn
SKIS: Women’s Heed std., Cubco bind’ dn, to share 2 bdrm. 4-plei. $55’mo. Way, S.J. 286-5487. Sri A. Alexandrou,
No hassle apt. Call 378-8305,
nets, Henke buckle boots - site
aid poles. Excellent condition. Call 287- GIRLS: I bdrm. Modern ilium. apt. V2 CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
CENTER in Palo Alto) SATURDAY,
472 after 6 p.m.
block from SJSC, built-in kitchen. $120. NOVEMBER I, by SPORT1N LIFE FOR SALE: NEW SUCKLE SKI SOOTS. 455 S. 10th. St. 292-1327,
$3.00. Any car and beginners welcome.
Bias: Bed Girl’s Clothing, FOR TWO MALES: Quiet, Comfortable Start ar.y Cele between 6 and 9 p.m.
p.i spring & mattress. Gcing to Room in private home with kitchen
TO G. L. How about the game Satur.
Must sell. Barbara 287-0561.
EL, ;
privileges. 146 S. 14th St. 286-3025.
day? S.K.
SONY TC350 STEREO TAPE DECK. 3 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2
Heads. Sound on Sound. $105. 286. bedroom apt. $77 rno. Furnished, clean.
SERVICES 181
9592 oil kr Brut e Greenbero
451 S. 4th St. 296 7179 Dave,
HELP WANED (4)

SPORTS CAR RALLYE Nov. P,
A nn .1 Halloween 1,
.
i . N C.R.T. Req. bet,-,’en
J. R. McCULLOUGH MEMORIAL SERVICE ..
0 the Hongwanji
’,K
St. San Jose, on
E.
wh.

AUTOMOTIVE 12)
’68 HONDA SCRAMBLER - JUL) rniles
,
0GI3 64.

at.
mi. Woe wheels, new
-.dition $1200, need non -

’63 BLACK VW, with sunroof, $600.
.n 1.
3929
_after 5:30 p.m.
64 VW, ti
iv, clutch, brakes, paint.
-vats & morel Must sell
. 243-6585, Dave. No
-,.. refused!
62 SPRITE, very good body, engine,
TOPS, tonneau $550 or
.‘
293-1634 after 6 p.m.
59 VOLVO - New paint & some parts.
N... v. 1,ve job. $150 or best offer.
499 N. 10th #11. Phone 286-2414.
’64 MGB, overdrive, wire wheels $750.
660, if no answer, try again.
’63 OLDS - new tires, good condition,
4
i600. Phone 243-0337 eves. or
’65 YAMAHA 125cc w ’electric starter.
Bike $200 266-5233.
’60 1 -BIRD.

.

country most sell
& transmission

5 9 CHEV. CONV., CLEAN, Worm
Work. $125. Co"
292’ Moulder
6
2 CORVAIR
P i-S 4 sp,
rnetalic
tin inside and
eor 6.
’6 0 A.H. "BUGEYE" Sprite, roll bar,
new clutch, tires,
20,7.2018.
9 FORD Gall,n 2 dr. Hdtp. Auto..
-rod cond. clean
j?
r
-,
298-7951. Karen,
1’5 8 MGA
17 GT Engine & Trans.
,2,.
excel, mech, cond,
,
il350 or best offer. Call
S
port,
.25
-9 JAG Xl<150, Custom Vinyl Top, new $1000. 354-8928 after
; precia.e.
CLEOPATRA ")--4ober 31, 7 & 10 p.m.

th sunroof, rao
.r.g;nel owner.

MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
servicing customers in established territory. At least 15 hrs, to spare. Requirements: neat appearance and car, Call for
appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work, 4 good men wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation frn. Cell today. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
WANTED: Folk or Folk-Rock group or
individual. Almaden Lounge, call 289..
1544 or 269-1388 after 7 p.m.
PART TIME work evenings & weekends.
TRAID CORPORATION.
I. Neat Appearance, Male/Female
2. Must Have Car
3. No Experience Necessary
If you read well you can earn $50 to
$200 per week demonstrating and
placing the amazing FOTRON electronic automatic camera. Apply in person Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday or
Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m. 1760
The Alameda. Suite 140.
"HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring
part-time housekeepers and babysitters,
call 296-3533 or 294 -1073. "GROOVY guitar or piano players,
singers or bands to play on selected
weekends in a resort lodge. Little Lodge,
Bear Valley, Calif. 95223.
GUYS-GALS Excellent part time job
Ion ambitious student. Set your own hours
and
when yo., war.-. Easy to earn
and up. J Lt adl, another stud,
Dave at’.:’, 4. 736.1757.
HOUSING 151
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Share 1
bedroom apt, $60 ’me. 460 S. 4th Apt.
#11. Call John at 292-4059, between
97- I
m. and 6 & 9 p.m.
"CLEOPATRA" October 31 7 & 10 p.m
,50

THREE BEDROOM HOME
Lovely older home, completely hon,
within walking distance from campus.
Available Nov. 20. $210/mo. Ist & last
mos. deposit required. FACULTY OR
STAFF ONLY, Call Mr. Roy 244-3650.
HARMONY HOUSE - Room and
Board for Men only. Large rooms. Rec.
room with game tables and 2 TV’s,
$95/mo. Applications now taken for
spring semester. 345 E. William, 2870209.
VENTURE I - Coed living center with
heated pool, spacious lounge, color TV,
$450 semester for room & board. Why
pay more? Now taking uppLations for
spring sem. Open year around. 525 S.
9th 287-4885,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Immediately to share apt. with 2 girls
Nov. 1st. $42.50/mo. 164 E. Reed #1
287-3642,
NEED 2 GIRL roommates to share nice
cozy house with me, close to campus.
Only $62/mo. Call 286-8200.
MALE NEEDED - share groovy 3 bdrm,
house with 2 others near Senter St.
Col r,
W &goto8dies.
227.i56 $75/mo, complete
alDave
WANTED - ROOMMATE MALE. Free
phone, one block from college. 530/
month, 426 S. 7th St.
WANTED - 1 occasional housekeeper,
but full time live in. Beautiful 2 bdrm.
apt. Most meet basic qualifications brunette, petite, slim. Leave number at
379-5077 - Earl.
WANTED MALE ROOMMATE: 470 11th
Str.,,,
.hCtae
Call R,
2.807-1.011. $103.00 for 3 months
Private
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
to share room in two bedroom, two bath
Apt. $50/mo. Phone 287-3531.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to. share
large one bdrrn, apt. near Winchester
House. Need car. $55/mo. Carolyn 296.
8526.
WELL FURN. 2 bdrm. apt. (paneling,
TV, pool with w/w carpet) needs male
or attractive coed. $58, mo. 400 block
S. 11,h Call 292.9865.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Feat. At.
curate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
Esche’s. 251-2598,
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslaniar - 298-4104.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married. good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over 21,
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
RESEARCH? Let COMPSTAD analyse
your data. Complete data processing
and statistical services. P.O. Box 1781
La Jolla, Calif. 459-3831.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose,
CHILD CARE - My Home Mon.-Fri
Neer College. Call 294-5681.
PHOTOGRAPHY ’-small custom lei
can do just about anything you need ir
the way of fine quality photographic
work. Special prices for club fund.
raising projects. Write INFINITE
PHOTO, Box 9038 or call Jim 257-146f
or Ralph 247-0755 evenings.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose
258-4336 149, Bahama Way.
LOVING CARE for child 3-5 yrs. 11)
wife of SJS student in Lic. home. largo
yard, balanced meals. 259-5150.
TRANSPORTATION 191
JET CHARTERS to Europe & Now Yorl
from $139 round trip. No fee. Contee
Prof. David Mage at 2934033.
STARTING NOV. 19: Need ride to ant
from Valley Fair, 5-10. Will help witf
gas. Call 287-5105,
GOING TO LOS ANGELES this week
end or soon? I need a ride. Call Dave
at 948-6381.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30

wcellent
1 $995.

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
$7 501 C.11 for appointment. 297! ..
40 S. lit St. Downtown.
S SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
-im Pants, Pea Coats, &
Suppfies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
r R Suede Jackets, Velvet
1 & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
St. between 8th & 9th,
Closed Mondays,
STEREO GEAR Brand new. Will sell
I paid overseas. Save 50%
ttrica. Call 374.1074,
HOLLEY 730. DUAL FEED and air clean ’GMT SHOWScreen 2%4 feet
,
Ca.! 293.3220,

SATHER GATE CLOTHES
At 1/2 Price

120.00 Suits
125.00 Suits
135.00 Suits .

ANNOUNCEMENTS 11

TUES.-THURS.
10-12 - 2:30-3:30

FOR SALE (3)

VAUGHN’S PRE -HOLIDAY SUIT SALE ... our
entire stock of natural
,houlder suits at 1h price.
Choose from Vested Suits,
Tweeds, Sharkskins,
Worsteds and Gabs . .
including

39.75
42.50
14.75
48.75

Because of the huge response
to the library tours offered during the first three weeks of the
semester, the library has now
scheduled an orientation tour
every Wednesday It 10:30 a.m.

for the rest of the year, according to library officials.
Each tour lasts about 40 minutes and is conducted by u professional librarian.
Students can learn how to locate library resources and use
shortcuts in gathering materials.
Touts begin at the main entrance to library central.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
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SALE
SALE
SALE
E
SALE

TOMORROW
Experimental College and Sangho (’lub, 7:30 p.m., at 1098 Chapman I corner of Newhall between
the Alameda and Park Ma-. I,
Guest speaker, Bishop Nip’s Syaku. Topic "The Fullness of
Nothingness."

VW CAMPER. i -1. cond. ’66
,
Drive to
.
’354 c575,
51 AEPA VELOCE - new brakes. reNeeds paint, $800. 286.5822

VAUGHN PRE -HOLIDAY

79.50 Suit’;
85.00 Suits
89.50 Suits
97.50 Suits

E1D348. Guest speaker will be
Sang Ik Choi, founder of ideal
t’ommunities in the Orient and
the U.S. All students are invited.
Intercultural Steering Committee, 2 p.m., to meet in Calaveras
iit I’ll’:,’ I iii
Ciento:al
ing

The SJS library is starting its
neicvnd week of orientation tours
through the library today at
10:30 a.m.

61

!MM.’S.

L

Library Tours

11Y()L11Z FINAL GRADE WILL BE
COMPUTED ON THE BASi5 OF THE
MEAN SCORES OF TEN IS -POINT
QL1a7E5 AGAINST INC 5TANOAR9
GEVIATION OF FOUR A11P-TERM5
ANC, THEN coNVERTEP TO MY PONT
SYSTEM vVi-Iici-4 2 WILL THEN
CORFZELATE WIN AN "X"

FACTOR ’THAT WILL IZEFLEGTATTITUOES- CLASS ?ART’ C I PA-fir:X.1-- -AOC> - -

Send in

handy order blank

Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Sparta,
Daily Classifieds.
HE MEANS HE’LL FLUNK
WHO HE WANTS
TO FLUNK."

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 246

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
CLASSIFIED RATES
No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3 lines
4 lines
5--- liniiii6 lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

Add this
amount for
each addi
bona! line

.50

.50

Two days Three days Four days

2.25
2.-713.25
3.75
.50

Five days

2.40 -CVO3.00
2.90
3.50
3.40
3.90- 4.00
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personals (7)
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Services (8)
0 Housing (5)
0 Loot and Found (6) 0 Transportstioa ($)

0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (9)

Print Name
Address
City

For
Enclosed is $
Phone

- SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114

Please allow 2days atter placing for ad to appear.

Days

